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Abstract

Further, with the renewed proliferation of new platforms, the emergence of an industry consensus does
not seem likely any time soon.

Despite the explosive new interest in Distributed Computing, bringing software — particularly legacy software
— to parallel platforms remains a daunting task. The Self
Distributing Associative ARChitecture (SDAARC) takes a
two-fold approach to this problem. Seemingly sequential
programs are first translated into a population of migratory
threads and containers by the compiler, and then allowed to
migrate to minimize communication while maximizing parallelism by a run time environment.
However, previous compilers for multithreaded architectures such as SDAARC did not permit the full range of control flow complexity found in programming languages such
as C. Thus, we propose a new data structure, and present
algorithms for its construction, which extends the familiar concepts of control flow and dataflow graphs to conveniently represent the activities required of an automatically
generated thread.
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2. Programming parallel programs is inherently more difficult than programming sequential programs, simply because the number of dimensions in the problem space is greater: instructions much be distributed
across space and not only time and, in the absence of
a true shared memory, data must be distributed across
multiple address spaces. Further, these distributions
must seek to find a compromise between maximizing
load balance and minimizing communication costs —two goals that quite often pull the distribution process
in diametrically opposite directions.
The Self Distributing Associative ARChitecture
(SDAARC) was proposed in [9][8][10][6][11] to address
these issues. The goal of the project was (and is) to find
a way to combine static (compile time) analysis of legacy
software — programs written in conventional languages
such as C and Fortran, without explicit parallel constructs
— with a dynamic (run time) environment to tackle the
distribution problem, and to do so in a way that could be
applied across various scales and hardware implementations. The approach combines and extends ideas from
multithreaded architectures with those from Cache Only
Memory Architecture (COMA) to target a system which
can convert legacy software into a migratory population of
threads and containers, which can then react dynamically
and adaptively to unpredictable conditions as they emerge
at run time.
COMAs provide a role model that show how the local memories in a distributed computing platform can be
treated conceptually as (large, slow) caches — memories
that hold only the data their processors need, and which
evict data blocks which are no longer in use [3][13]. Where
a conventional cache evicts data blocks to a backing store,
the local memories in a COMA — called attraction memories (AMs), in order to distinguish them from conventional

Introduction

The last few years have seen a renaissance in interest in
Distributed Computing, typified by the interest shown for
project such as Seti@Home [4][5]. However, while much
effort is being invested in the development of new platforms
for distributed computing, less progress is being made at
lowering the barriers the make porting programs to these
platforms difficult. Programming explicitly parallel programs is and remains difficult. The difficulty of programming parallel programs stems from two main sources:
1. There is still no single unifying model for parallel
computation which can play the role that the so-called
von Neumann model plays for sequential computation.
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limitations that required us to rethink how we should represent and manipulate legacy software. Even without allowing the much criticized “goto” statement, the syntax of
C’s “switch” statement allows almost arbitrarily complex
control flow to enter into even seemingly simple programs.
We thus decided to work from control flow graphs instead of syntax trees. However, conventional control flow
graphs, and their cousins, conventional dataflow graphs,
proved insufficient for the requirements of code generation for SDAARC, since they did not sufficiently address
the problems associated with the dynamic allocation of new
microthreads. Thus, we devised a data structure we call a
CDAG — a Control Dataflow Allocation Graph.
Further, we soon saw that there were two styles of algorithms to choose for when constructing CDAGs: all-at-once
or step-by-step. At first we hoped to derive simple mathematical definitions for the correct placement of all of the
edges in the CDAG. We quickly realized however that more
than one correct set of edges exist for anything but artificially small programs. Further, we saw that it is relatively
easy to generate a semantically correct, but completely sequential CDAG directly from the control flow graph — and
then to define a set of optimizations that introduce parallelism intro the graph is small steps. We have thus chosen
to pursue this step-by-step approach in order to leave room
for future development of new optimizations.
In short, we see the CDAG as a compact formalism
which provides a clear and succinct basis for the extraction,
representation and optimization of the operations which
must be performed in a multithreaded architecture — the
communication of results between threads, and the selection and allocation of new threads at run time.

caches — evict data blocks by necessity to other AMs.
Thus, data blocks in a COMA are migratory entities.
COMAs move the responsibility for data distribution
away from the programmer and/or the compiler to a run
time system, but they still presume that the computations
performed on the data have been explicitly distributed
across the processors. The idea behind SDAARC was to
turn computation into a second population of migratory entities.
For these entities we choose microthreads, inspired by
the work done in [12]. Microthreads are the smallest computational units in SDAARC, and represent computations
which contain no useful parallelism and which can thus be
run sequentially. Microthread-boundaries are drawn by the
compiler at control structures and at global data read and
write operations, as described in more detail in [7].
The basic concept behind SDAARC is very simple: An
instance of a microthread is represented at run time by a
data-structure called a microframe.1 There is a one-toone mapping between microframes and microthreads which
need (eventually) to be scheduled. A microframe stores
(among other things) the arguments of its microthread.
When the microframe is full, the microthread is ready to
execute.
The microframes are stored in a special partition of the
Distributed Shared Memory, but migrate in much the same
manner as conventional COMA data blocks. Each site in the
SDAARC Ensemble maintains its own scheduling queue.
When a microframe becomes full, its microthread is placed
in the local scheduling queue. Further migration between
one scheduling queue and another to perform load balancing is possible, based on the principle of work stealing
[2][11]. Thus, frame migration implies thread scheduling.
SDAARC’s Compiler thus needs to meet the following requirements:
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The Compiler Techniques

The tasks to be performed by a thread are the following:
It needs to accept arbitrary programs in legacy programming languages, in particular, in C;

1. load the thread’s arguments out of the thread’s microframe,

It needs to dissect these programs into sets of microthreads;

2. compute the thread’s results,
3. make decisions on the executability of other threads in
the future,

It needs to generate code for each microthread — in
particular, it must generate code not only for the computations found in the original source code, but also
for the mechanics unique to microthreads, such as
communication and the dynamic creation of other microthreads.

4. allocate microframes for the new threads (decided on
in the step 3,
5. send the results (calculated in step 2) to their recipients.
At compile time the code generator of the compiler has to
generate code for each of these phases. The code generation
of phase 2 can be performed using standard compiler technology. For the proper generation of the other phases, we introduce a data structure called Control Dataflow Allocation
Graph(CDAG). The CDAG consists of:

Early compilers developed for SDAARC met the last two
requirements, but were based on syntax-tree analysis, and
were restricted to well-structured subsets of the full syntax
of C. As we extended this subset, we eventually hit upon
1 Similar

to the “framelets” introduced in [1].
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Nodes representing the microthreads,

migrate the frame to a underutilized site. On the other hand
the machine can be flooded with Threads waiting on their
arguments.
Just-In-Time Allocation: Frames must be available as
soon as they are the receiver of data transmissions from
other threads. So the latest allocation would be performed
by the first transmitter of data. The advantage of this policy
is that the scheduler has to care of a smaller set of frames.
Finding the probably best policy among the last two
strategies — or in between — will be subject of future work.
In the following sections we discuss the generation and optimization of the CDAGs and we show how they are used in
the code generation process.

Edges representing the control flow,
Edges representing the dataflow,
Edges representing the allocation flow.
The nodes represent the microthreads. In a preliminary
step, the source program is partitioned into threads at
boundaries dictated by control structures and global storage
usage. See [7].
Each node has data input and output ports for the
dataflow edges. If the thread makes decisions then its node
also has cases. The total of cases depends on the total of
decisions that can be taken. Nodes without decisions have
exactly one case. A simple if-then-else construct
produces 2 cases. A switch case 1: ... case
n: construct produces n cases. The control flow edges
represent the control flow between the Microthreads. They
are used only by the compiler for traversing the graph efficiently, and have no counterpart at run time. The dataflow
edges represent the data dependencies and the communication links between the microthreads. They are used by the
code generator to produce code for the phases 1 and 5. The
allocation edges represent the frames that have to be generated by a thread. Allocation edges as well as dataflow edges
depend on the cases of a node. As more than only one frame
can be allocated from one thread, multiple threads can later
be selected by the scheduler to be executed on different machines. Thus, the allocation edges are the key for the parallelization process.
A variety of analysis steps will be shown in the following
sections to derive the dataflow and the allocation flow from
the syntax tree. As we will see later more than one placement of allocation edges is possible. Thus, the generation of
allocation edges is subject to optimization.We distinguish 3
general allocation policies:

2.1

Definitions



A microthread contains only code which has
run
time complexity. To indicate that a symbol represents a
microthread we use the following denotation:



The control flow case determines which of the successor
microthreads (with respect to the control flow) will be executed. For example an if-then-else construct has 2
control flow cases, one for the then-branch and one for the
else-branch. A control flow between two microthreads
and taking the control flow case is denoted by:

 

We now introduce routing threads. They are special nodes
without any computation. They are just transceivers for
data. Their special feature is that they can hold data until
the receiver of the data has been determined (at run-time).
A symbol representing a routing thread is denoted by





A dataflow edge between two microthreads and carrying the argument in the control flow case is denoted
by:



naive allocation
earliest allocation

  

Dataflow edges can also exist between routing threads or
between routing threads and microthreads.
The allocation of microframe by microthread when
taking control flow case is denoted by:

just-in-time allocation
Naive Allocation: The naive allocation directly follows
the control flow. Each thread allocates exactly one successor microframe. The naive allocation produces valid code
which is however completely devoid of parallelism. The result of this policy is interesting as a starting point for the
optimization procedures and to produce sequential code for
run-time comparisons.
Early Allocation: A Microframe can be allocated as soon
as we now that its corresponding code will executed at least
once. The advantage is that the time between the generation
of a frame and the execution of the corresponding thread is
long. This provides time for the scheduling mechanism to

 

Routing frames may also be allocated, but only microthreads can allocate frames (because routing threads
don’t execute any code).
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a CDAG.
The graph consists primarily of a if ( ) then ( ) else
( ) instruction. Routing frame transports a variable to
or , depending on the control flow decision made by microthread .
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Figure 1. Control Data Allocation Graph
(CDAG)

2.2

Return2
0

To show how our compiler generates CDAGs and how
it optimizes the CDAGs for parallelization and for the
code generation, we use the following simple example Cprogram:

Figure 2. A simple control flow graph

We then add allocation edges with a naive procedure.
Each pair of microthreads that are connected by a control
flow edge will be connected by a allocation edge (see fig. 3):

main()
{
unsigned int a,b,c;
a=10;
b=20;
goto live_code;
dead_code: a=10*a;
live_code: c=20*a+10*b;
if(c>10)
{
c/=2;
c-=b;
} else
{
c*=2;
c+=b;
}
return a+b;
}
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Figure 3. naive generation of allocation edges

The naive allocation graph will later be subject to optimization. The result is the graph in fig. 4.
A SDAARC program generated using this graph would
run strictly sequentially. The next step on our way to parallelism is that we move the starting points of all allocation
edges to the predecessor who decides if the target node will
be allocated (and executed). Such nodes are branch nodes
(a node with control flow fanout 
) and start nodes. The
early allocation procedure consists of three steps:
1. All allocation edges in sequential chains in the graph
are moved to the node before the sequence. Such nodes are
branch nodes, merge nodes (nodes with control flow fanin ¿
1) or start nodes. Formally, if a microframe isn’t a branch

After scanning and parsing the original C-code the SUIF
Compiler produces a syntax tree. After deriving the code
partitions we produce the control flow graph in figure 2.
In the first optimization pass we eliminate dead code
(code, that can never be reached; in the example Micro8),
using the implication
 

Micro5
0

Micro4
0

CDAG generation and optimization



Micro8
0



is dead code

and poor code (code thalertech.text does nothing, i. e. microthreads that neither change nor create any arguments
needed by other microthreads).
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Figure 6. Optimized allocation at merge nodes
Figure 4. A simple control/allocation graph

3. In the last step we treat only branch nodes. If a node is
allocated by all cases of a branch node, all allocation edges
of the node are replaced by one edge starting at the predecessor of the branch node. So, if is a branch node, al) and all control flow cases of
located by (thus
allocate

or a merge-node, the allocation edge


is replaced by
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then these allocation edges are replaced by one allocation
edge

(see fig. 5). This strategy is repeated until no such chain
exists.



  



   

(see figure 7).
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Figure 7. Optimized allocation at branch
nodes
2. In this step we treat only merge nodes. The sources
of allocation edges starting at merge nodes are moved to the
predecessor branch or merge node. So, if is a merge node

   
and   
allocate (i. e.
  



All of the above three steps are repeated in their sequence
until no more optimization occurs. The result of this optimization applied to our example graph would produce a
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Routing10

Micro4
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graph as shown in figure 8. We can see here that all nodes
but Microframe 5 and Microframe 6 are generated by the
Figure 9. An optimized control/allocation
start frame of the function. Frames 5 or 6 are generated
graph with dataflow edges
depending on the if-then-else decision. Without consideration of the dataflow which is not yet part of the graph,
Micro9, Micro7, Micro4 and Return2 could be executed
concurrently.
described above. Figure 11 shows the graph with optimized
In the next step we add the dataflow edges to our graph.
dataflow.
The dataflow edges are directly derived from the syntax
In the last step we have to care for the following probtree generated by SUIF. Together with the dataflow that is
lem: All frames are generated at run-time. Thus, their final
obvious in the above C-program there is some additional
memory location is computed at run-time. As the compiler
dataflow caused by some invisible information flow transdoes not know those addresses, it cannot provide the sources
missions (e.g. return addresses). Figure 9 shows the apof data with the addresses of the sinks. Thus, the addresses
propriate graph. We can also see that routing frames are
also have to be transmitted from the creators of frames to
included into the graph. Routing frames are used as a bysenders who provide other frames with data. As there is no
pass mechanism for data that is not modified by a thread.
difference for our CDAG between address and data edges,
In the next optimization step to exploit more parallelism
some routing frames that bypass micro frames will be removed. The optimizations locates the following structure in
the graph:
PSfrag replacements
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is already allocated when will be executed we can
replace both edges by one dataflow edge (fig. 10):













    




After all edges with the above condition have been replaced we will find routing frames without incoming or
leaving edges. In this case the routing frame can be removed. Only those routing frames will remain that belong to branch frames, if early allocation was applied as
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Figure 10. Optimization of dataflow edges
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Figure 11. An optimized control/allocation
graph with optimized dataflow

Figure 12. An optimized control/allocation
graph with dataflow

we treat them as additional data edges. In figure 12 we can
see the complete CDAG.
We can observe in fig. 12 that the micro frames Micro4,
Micro5 and Micro6 (and also the corresponding threads) are
data independent2. After Micro7 has made its decision, Micro4 and Micro5 or Micro4 and Micro6 can be concurrently
executed.

2.3

Micro5
0

concurrently with Micro4. Return2 follows sequentially as
it depends on Micro4.
To close this section, we show another, this time containing a loop. The following code sequence is converted by the
SDAARC compiler into the CDAG as shown in figure 13.
int main()
{
int i=0,j;
while (i<10)
{
i++;
j+=5;
j+=1;
}
i=j+1;
}

Code generation and execution

Once the optimized CDAG has been created, code is generated for all threads in the graph using the CDAG structure.
As the microthreads are pieces of code with strictly sequential control flow, code generation is easy. For the generation
of the communicating code sequences and the sequences
generating new frames the CDAG is used.
To produce code for different homogeneous machine
types or heterogeneous machines we take advantage of the
SUIF back end that translates the CDAGs back into C-code.
The generated C-code is then compiled to platform specific
code by a standard (e.g. GNU) compiler. To run the program, the code of all threads is installed on all machines in
the cluster. Additionally the START Frame is generated exclusively on one machine (e.g. the console, where the program has been started). In our example START3 is the start
frame. It generates frames Micro9, Micro7, Micro4, Micro2 and Routing12. As there are data dependencies Micro9
and Micro7 will be executed sequentially. After Micro7 has
generated Micro5 and Micro6 one of both will be executed

3

Conclusion

In our former papers on the SDAARC architecture we
have shown how the automatic data distribution mechanism
of COMA architecture can be extended with automatic code
distribution. In this paper we show some special compiler
techniques that are necessary to generate migratory code.
The compiler itself is currently in an early state. Correctly
and concurrently executable code can be generated but the
performance of the code has to be improved. These optimizations will focus on the size of the threads and the allocation time and on array processing.

2 Micro5 and Micro6 are poor code and could be eliminated. In this
example we ignore this fact, because data dependencies between Micro5/Micro6 and Return2 would result in a overly complex illustration.
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